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Abstract
We solve some recurrences given by E. Munarini and N. Zagaglia
Salvi proving explicit closed formulas for Whitney numbers of the
distributive lattices of order ideals of the fence poset and crown poset.
Moreover, we get explicit closed formulas for Whitney numbers of
lattices of order ideals of fences with higher asymmetric peaks.
1 Introduction and Preliminaries
In [10] authors consider the distributive lattices of all order ideals of the
fence poset and crown poset ordered by inclusion, and they are able to prove
∗Fully supported by European Research Training Network “Algebraic Combinatorics
in Europe” under the grant # HPRN–CT–2001–00272.
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recursive formulas for their Whitney numbers. In this paper, using purely
combinatorial methods, we solve these recursions giving explicit closed for-
mulas for the corresponding rank polynomials. Moreover, in § 3 we consider
a more general class of fence posets, namely fences with higher asymmetric
peaks, and we get explicit closed formulas for Whitney numbers of lattices
of their order ideals.
For others combinatorial results about lattices of order ideals of finite
posets and their Whitney numbers, we remind to [3, 7, 14, 15].
In the sequel we collect some definitions, notations and results that will
be used in the following. For x ∈ R we let ⌊x⌋ = max{n ∈ Z : n ≤ x} and
⌈x⌉ = min{n ∈ Z : n ≥ x}; for any n,m ∈ N, n ≤ m, we let [n,m] = {t ∈
N : n ≤ t ≤ m}, and [n] = [1, n], therefore [0] = ∅. For any complex number
a, we define the rising factorial as (a)0 = 1 and (a)m =
∏m−1
j=0 (a+ j) for any
m ∈ N \ {0}.The cardinality of a set X will be denoted by #X .
We follow [1, 6, 13] for combinatorics notations and terminology. We re-
call that a ranked poset is a poset P with a function ρ : P −→ N, called
rank, such that ρ (y) = ρ (z) + 1 whenever z is covered by y in P and
min{ρ (z) : z ∈ P} = 0. The rank polynomial of a ranked finite poset P
is the polynomial ∑
z∈P
Xρ(z) =
∑
j≥0
ωjX
j,
where ωj = #{z ∈ P : ρ (z) = j} are called Whitney numbers of P .
An order ideal of a poset P is a subset I ⊂ P such that if y ∈ I and
z ≤ y, then z ∈ I; it is well known that the set of all order ideals of P
ordered by inclusion is closed under unions and intersections, and hence
forms a distributive lattice: we denote it by J (P ), viz. J (P ) = {I ⊂
P : I is an order ideal}. It is not hard to see that its rank function is the
cardinality of order ideals.
Given a finite poset (P,≤), we denote with WP (k) the k–th Whitney
numbers of the ranked poset of all order ideals of P , i.e. WP (k) = #{I ∈
J (P ) : ρ (I) = j}, where ρ is the rank function of J (P ), and the rank
polynomial of J (P ) is denoted by RP (X), i. e. RP (X) =
∑
k≥0WP (k)X
k.
We denote by Zn the fence poset of order n, viz. the poset {z1, . . . , zn} in
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which z2j−1⊳z2j⊲z2j+1, for all j ≥ 1, are the cover relations, by In (k) the set of
order ideals of Zn with cardinality k, and by fn,k the Whitney numbers of the
poset of all order ideals of a fence of order n, viz. fn,k = #In (k) = WZn (k).
We denote by Yn the crown poset of order 2n, viz. the poset {ζ0, . . . , ζ2n−1}
in which the cover relations are the following: for any h ∈ {0, . . . n− 1} and
k ∈ [n], ζ2h ⊳ ζ2k−1 if and only if |2h− 2k + 1| ≡ 1 (mod 2n), therefore
ρ (ζj) =
0 if j ≡ 0 (mod 2),1 if j ≡ 1 (mod 2).
We also denote by On (k) the set of order ideals of Yn with cardinality k,
and by cn,k the Whitney numbers of the poset of all order ideals of a crown
of order 2n, viz. cn,k = #On (k) = WYn (k).
Finally we recall, gluing together, Propositions 1, 3 and 5 of [10], which
give recursions for the sequences fn,k and cn,k.
Proposition 1.1. For any integer n the recurrence identityf2n,k = f2n−1,k + f2n−2,k−2f2n+1,k = f2n,k−1 + f2n−1,k
holds, where fn,k = 0 if k /∈ [0, n] or n < 0fn,0 = 1 for all n ∈ N
are the initial values.
Moreover, with the same initial values the formula
fn+4,k+2 = fn+2,k+2 + fn+2,k+1 + fn+2,k − fn,k
holds, for all 0 ≤ k ≤ n ∈ N.
Furthermore,
cn+2,k+3 = f2n+3,k+3 + f2n+1,2n+1−k
cn+2,k+2 = c2n+1,k + f2n+3,k+2 − f2n−1,k
cn+2,k+2 = f2n+4,k+2 − f2n,k
hold, for all n ∈ N and all 0 ≤ k ≤ 2n.
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2 Closed Formulas for Whitney Numbers
We need the following Proposition, whose proof can be found in [13].
Proposition 2.1. For all non–negative integers k ≤ n,
#{x = (x1, . . . , xk) ∈ (N \ {0})
k :
k∑
j=1
xj = n} =
(
n− 1
k − 1
)
,
#{x = (x1, . . . , xk) ∈ N
k :
k∑
j=1
xj = n} =
(
n+ k − 1
k − 1
)
,
#{x = (x1, . . . , xk) ∈ N
k :
k∑
j=1
xj ≤ n} =
(
n+ k
k
)
,
hold.
Theorem 2.2. For all k, v ∈ N such that k ≤ 2v + 1,
f2v+1,k =
(
v + 1
k
)
+
∑
j≥1
(k − 2j + 1)j−1 (v + j − k + 2)k−2j
j! (k − 2j − 1)!
holds.
Proof. For all integers 0 ≤ k ≤ n, we can write
fn,k = #In (k) =
∑
j≥0
A (n, k, j) =
min{⌊n
2
⌋,⌈k
2
⌉−1}∑
j=0
A (n, k, j) ,
where
A (n, k, j) = #{J ∈ In (k) : #{x ∈ J : ρ (x) = 1} = j};
thus we have that fn,0 = 1, fn,1 = #{x ∈ Zn : ρ (x) = 0} =
⌊
n+1
2
⌋
=
⌈
n
2
⌉
,
and A (n, k, 0) =
(
fn,1
k
)
.
Consider a fence Zn with odd cardinality, i.e. n = 2v+1 for some v ∈ N,
and write it as the poset {z1, . . . , z2v+1} in which z2α−1 ⊳ z2α ⊲ z2α+1, for all
α ≥ 1, are the cover relations.
For any given J ∈ I2v+1 (k) (with k ≥ 2) such that #{x ∈ J : ρ (x) = 1} =
4
j ≥ 1 we can split the set {x ∈ J : ρ (x) = 1} in r separated non-empty
blocks X1, . . . ,Xr, such that
∑r
t=1#Xt = j; z2a, z2b ∈ J with 1 ≤ a < b ≤ v
are in the same block if and only if z2c ∈ J for all c such that 1 ≤ a < c <
b ≤ v. Each Xt determines 2#Xt + 1 elements in J , so this decomposition
fix
∑r
t=1 (2#Xt + 1) = 2j + r elements of J (j of these have rank 1, and
the others j + r have rank 0), and obviously the others can be chosen in(
v+1−(j+r)
k−(2j+r)
)
ways between the remainder elements with rank 0.
Moreover, the number of such decompositions X1, . . . ,Xr is #C (j, r) times
the the total numbers of shifts of all blocks X1, . . . ,Xr, which can be evaluated
in the following way: at least one element of rank 1 has to be into the
slot between the blocks Xt and Xt+1, for any t ∈ [r − 1], and the others
v − (j + r − 1) elements can be freely distributed into the r + 1 slots, viz.
before X1, between Xt and Xt+1, for any t ∈ [r − 1], and after Xr, thus from
Proposition 2.1
(
v−j+1
r
)
is the searched value.
Therefore if we define C (µ, ν) = {x = (x1, . . . , xν) ∈ (N \ {0})
ν :
∑ν
j=1 xj =
µ} for any 1 ≤ ν ≤ µ, from Proposition 2.1 we have #C (µ, ν) =
(
µ−1
ν−1
)
, hence
for any j ≥ 1
A (2v + 1, k, j) =
j∑
r=1
∑
x∈C(j,r)
2j+r≤k
j+r−1≤v
(
v − j + 1
r
)(
v + 1− (j + r)
k − (2j + r)
)
=
j∑
r=1
∑
x∈C(j,r)
(
v − j + 1
r
)(
v + 1− (j + r)
k − (2j + r)
)
=
j∑
r=1
(
j − 1
r − 1
)(
v − j + 1
r
)(
v + 1− (j + r)
k − (2j + r)
)
.
Therefore we have
f2v+1,k =
(
v + 1
k
)
+
min{v,⌈ k
2
⌉−1}∑
j=1
j∑
r=1
(
j − 1
r − 1
)(
v − j + 1
r
)(
v + 1− (j + r)
k − (2j + r)
)
=
(
v + 1
k
)
+
∑
j≥1
∑
r≥1
(
j − 1
j − r
)(
v − j + 1
r
)(
v + 1− (j + r)
k − (2j + r)
)
Writing the sum over r in hypergeometric notation and applying Chu–
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Vandermonde summation, see [4, 5, 9], we get∑
r≥1
(
j − 1
j − r
)(
v − j + 1
r
)(
v + 1− (j + r)
k − (2j + r)
)
=
2F1
[
1− j, 1 + 2j − k
2
; 1
]
(v + j − k + 2)k−2j
(k − 2j − 1)!
=
(k − 2j + 1)j−1 (v + j − k + 2)k−2j
j! (k − 2j − 1)!
,
and the desired result follows.
Corollary 2.3. For any v ∈ N and all 0 ≤ k ≤ 2v + 1, the sequence f2v+1,k
is increasing in v, viz. f2(v+1)+1,k > f2v+1,k.
Definition 2.4. Let (P1,≤1), (P2,≤2) be finite posets with cover relations
⊳1 and ⊳2, respectively, and let x1 ∈ P1, x2 ∈ P2 be minimal elements.
We consider a new element x˜ which does not belong to P1
⊎
P2 and we define
a new poset (P1 (x1)⊛ P2 (x2) ,≤) with cover relations ⊳, where
P1 (x1)⊛ P2 (x2) = P1
⊎
P2
⊎
{x˜},
and for any x, y ∈ P1 (x1) ⊛ P2 (x2) we have x ⊳ y if and only if one of the
following conditions holds:
◦ x, y ∈ P1 and x ⊳1 y in P1,
◦ x, y ∈ P2 and x ⊳2 y in P2,
◦ x1 ⊳ x˜,
◦ x2 ⊳ x˜.
Theorem 2.5. Let (P1,≤1), (P2,≤2) be finite posets, x1 ∈ P1, x2 ∈ P2 be
minimal elements, and P̂ = P1 (x1)⊛ P2 (x2); then
RP̂ (X) = RP1 (X)RP2 (X) +X
3RP1\{x1} (X)RP2\{x2} (X)
holds.
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Proof. Let us write J
(
P̂
)
=
⊎#P̂
k=0 Jk, where Jk = {I ∈ J
(
P̂
)
: ρ (I) =
#I = k}, thus
W
P̂
(k) = #Jk = #{I ∈ Jk : x˜ /∈ I}+#{I ∈ Jk : x˜ ∈ I}.
It is not hard to see that
#{I ∈ Jk : x˜ /∈ I} =
k∑
j=0
WP1 (j) ·WP2 (k − j)
and
#{I ∈ Jk : x˜ ∈ I} = #{I ∈ Jk : x1, x2, x˜ ∈ I}
=
k−3∑
j=0
WP1\{x1} (j) ·WP2\{x2} (k − 3− j) ,
and the desired result follows.
Theorem 2.6. For all k, v ∈ N such that k ≤ 2v,
f2v,k =
∑
j≥0
∑
r≥0
(
j
r
)(
v − j
r
)(
v − (j + r)
k − (2j + r)
)
=
∑
j≥0
(k − 2j + 1)j (v + j − k + 1)k−2j
j! (k − 2j)!
holds.
Proof. For any n ∈ N\{0} write the fence poset Zn as the poset {z1, . . . , zn}
in which z2j−1 ⊳ z2j ⊲ z2j+1, for all j ≥ 1, are the cover relations, so ρ (zj) = 0
if and only if j ≡ 1 (mod 2) and ρ (zj) = 1 if and only if j ≡ 0 (mod 2).
If we consider P1 = Z2v+1 = {a1, . . . , a2v+1}, P2 = Z1 = {b1}, we have
that P1 (a2v+1) ⊛ P2 (b1) ≃ Z2v+3, and the desired result follows applying
Theorems 2.5 and 2.2, and Chu–Vandermonde summation for hypergeometric
series as in the proof of Theorem 2.2.
Corollary 2.7. For any v ∈ N and all 0 ≤ k ≤ 2v, the sequence f2v,k is
increasing in v, viz. f2(v+1),k > f2v,k.
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From Proposition 1.1 and Theorem 2.6 we immediately get the following
result.
Theorem 2.8. For all k, n ∈ N such that k ≤ 2n,
cn,k =
∑
j≥0
(k − 2j + 1)j−2 (n+ j − k + 1)k−2j−2
j! (k − 2j)!
·
[
(k − j − 1)2 (n− j − 1)2 − ((k − 2j − 1)2)
2]
holds.
Therefore Theorems 2.2, 2.6 and 2.8 give the solution of the recursive
identities in Proposition 1.1.
3 Generalized Fences with higher asymmet-
ric peaks
Now we define an asymmetric peak poset with two positive integers param-
eters µ, ν.
Definition 3.1. Let µ, ν ∈ N \ {0}; we define the poset asymmetric peak
(APµ,ν ,≤) in the following way: APµ,ν = {aj : j ∈ [µ]}
⊎
{bj : j ∈ [ν]}
⊎
{ω},
and the cover relations are
◦ aj ⊳ aj+1 for all j ∈ [µ− 1],
◦ bj ⊳ bj+1 for all j ∈ [ν − 1],
◦ aµ ⊳ ω,
◦ bν ⊳ ω.
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Proposition 3.2. Let µ, ν ∈ N \ {0}; then
WAPµ,ν (k) =

1 if k = 0 or k = µ+ ν + 1
k + 1 if k ≤ min{µ, ν}
min{µ, ν}+ 1 if min{µ, ν} ≤ k ≤ max{µ, ν}
1 + µ+ ν − k if max{µ, ν} ≤ k
holds, for any k = 0, . . . ,#APµ,ν = µ+ ν + 1.
Proof. The result is clear is k = 0 or k = µ+ ν + 1.
We consider the case µ ≤ ν, the case µ ≥ ν is completely symmetric.
If k ∈ [µ+ ν] then any I ∈ J (APµ,ν) with ρ (I) = #I = k has the shape
I = {aj : j ∈ [r]}
⊎
{bj : j ∈ [t]} with
r + t = k, (1)
so WAPµ,ν (k) equals the number of solutions of (1) with the constraints
0 ≤ r ≤ k and 0 ≤ t ≤ k if k ≤ µ,
0 ≤ r ≤ µ and k − µ ≤ t ≤ k if µ ≤ k ≤ ν,
k − ν ≤ r ≤ µ and k − µ ≤ t ≤ ν if ν ≤ k.
The desired result follows.
Results proved in § 2 allows to get explicit closed formulas for Whitney
numbers of lattices of order ideals of “fences with higher asymmetric peaks”,
i.e. the alternate composition of fences and asymmetric peaks by the operator
⊛, see Definition 2.4.
For example, we can consider a fence with one higher asymmetric peak,
which can be formally defined as the following poset (FAP (w, x, y, z) ,≤)
where with w, x, y, z ∈ N and w ≡ 1 (mod 2):
FAP (w, x, y, z) = {a1, . . . , aw, b1, . . . , bx, ω, c1, . . . , cy, d1, . . . , dz},
where the cover relations are
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◦ a2j−1 ⊳ a2j ⊲ a2j+1, for all j ≥ 1,
◦ aw ⊳ b1,
◦ bj ⊳ bj+1 for all j ∈ [x− 1],
◦ cj ⊳ cj+1 for all j ∈ [y − 1],
◦ bx ⊳ ω,
◦ cy ⊳ ω,
◦ d1 ⊳ c1,
◦ d2j−1 ⊳ d2j ⊲ d2j+1, for all j ≥ 1.
In Figure 1 the Hasse diagram of FAP (7, 10, 6, 7) is depicted.
Figure 1: FAP (7, 10, 6, 7)
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Inside FAP (w, x, y, z) consider the subposets
P1 = {a1, . . . , aw−2} ≃ Zw−2,
P2 = {aw, b1, . . . , bx, ω, c1, . . . , cy, d1} ≃ APx+1,y+1,
P3 = {d3, . . . , dz} ≃ Zz−2;
therefore FAP (w, x, y, z) = P1
⊎
{aw−1}
⊎
P2
⊎
{d2}
⊎
P3.
We have that
FAP (w, x, y, z) ≃ (P1 (aw−2)⊛ P2 (aw)) (d1)⊛ P3 (d3)
≃ P1 (aw−2)⊛ (P2 (d1)⊛ P3 (d3)) (aw) ,
therefore from Theorems 2.2, 2.5, 2.6, 2.8 and Proposition 3.2 we get an
explicit closed formulas for the rank polynomial of the distributive lattice of
all order ideals of the poset FAP (w, x, y, z).
We remark that the same construction can be iterated, so for any non–
negative integer k we can recursively have a formula for the rank polynomial
of the lattice of all order ideals of a fence with k higher asymmetric peaks.
4 Open problems and Conjectures
In [10] using recursive formulas stated in Proposition 1.1 it is proved that
sequences fn,k and cn,k are indeed unimodal; for definitions and comprehen-
sive surveys about unimodal and (strong) log–concave sequences we refer
to [2, 8, 11, 12, 16] (and the references therein).
We feel that the following stronger statement is true.
Conjecture 4.1. For any 3 6= n ∈ N \ {0} and all 0 ≤ k ≤ n, the sequence
fn,k is log–concave in k, viz. f
2
n,k ≥ fn,k−1fn,k+1 for any k ∈ [n− 1].
Moreover, for any 4 ≤ n ∈ N and all 0 ≤ k ≤ 2n, the sequence cn,k is
strong log–concave in k, viz. c2n,k > cn,k−1cn,k+1 for any k ∈ [2n− 1].
Using a computer, Conjecture 4.1 has been verified for distributive lattices
of order ideals of fences and crowns, for all fences and crowns with cardinality
less or equal than 90.
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Moreover, we note that it would be of very great interest to study the
following much more general problem.
Open Problem 4.2. Characterize finite posets for which the distributive
lattice of order ideals is rank (strong) log–concave or just rank unimodal.
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